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Abstract
The thermodynamic properties of electron plasma are investi­
gated on the basis of Bogolinbov-Born-Green-Kirkwood-Yvon hierarchy 
equation„ The correlation energy has been calculated up to the 
term, (£ is the standard plasma parameter), in terms of an exact 
solution of the binary correlation function, taking into account the 
short range collision effect. The contribution of ternary correlation 
to the correlation energy has been determined in lowest order, which 
turns out to be of the second order in £ . Total sum of the corrections 
due to the short range collision effect and the ternary correlation 
effect is found to be in agreement with the result obtained by Abe, 
Bowers and Salpeter within the regime of Gibbs* statistical 
thermodynamics. Although the appearance of the binary correlation 
function obtained in the present studies differs from those derived 
by Bowers-Salpeter and by 0 'Neil-Rostoker, it is shown that all of 
these expressions are essentially equivalent. According to the pre­
sent analysis, however, it is proved that these expressions do not 
describe correctly the way in which correlation effects diminish at 
a large distance and therefore the statement made by DeWitt saying 
that g(x) ~ ~  (In 3) £ exp(-kDr) as r -* °o is not correct.
11. Introduction
During the past years, kinetic properties of plasmas in the 
non-equilibrium state have been extensively examined by many authors 
on the basis of the Liouville equation or the Bogolinbov-Born-Green- 
Kirkwood-Yvon hierarchy equation, ’ while thermodynamic properties 
of plasmas have been investigated by applying Mayer's cluster expan­
ion method within the framework of Gibbs' statistical thermodynamics.3’4 
Recently, however, several authors have attempted to investigate ther­
modynamic properties of plasmas by solving the B-B-G-K-Y hierarchy 
equation for the quilibrium case. It is worth investigating the
way in which various physical effects continue to thermodynamic 
properties of plasmas through the B-B-G-K-Y hierarchy equation.
In the recent paper, Gurnsey6 has solved the B-B-G-K-Y
hierarchy equation for the equilibrium state by a method of double
a /
series expansion and has presented//"dynamic" derivation of the equa­
tion of state for an electron plasma, which is correct through second 
order in the plasma parameter £ = (4TTn T^ 3)"1 . n is the number 
density of electron and is the Debye distance. On the other hand,
0 Neil and Rostoker have determined a binary correlation function 
for an equilibrium electron plasma by solving analytically the 
B-B-G-K-Y hierarchy equation. In obtaining the solution, they have
introduced an arbitrary distance r to divide the whole space intoo
the inner region r < rQ where the short range collision plays dominant 
role and the outer region r > r^ where the effects of short range
2collision can be disregarded. Different expansions in the plasma 
parameter £ have been applied for the equations obtained in each 
region. The solutions valid in each region have been matched approxi­
mately at the distance r = r^. They have also obtained the correla- 
tion energy which is correct up to the £ term, by arbitrarily defining 
rQ as the mean distance between particles n"1^ .
The purpose of the present paper is to remove the arbitra­
riness inherent in the above mentioned interpolation method in solving 
the B-B-G-K-Y hierarchy equation for the equilibrium case. We present 
the fundamental equations in Section 2. In Section 3, ignoring the 
ternary correlation effect, we examine the influence of the short 
range collision for the binary correlation function in some details. 
Following the calculation of Lamb and Burdick., we can calculate 
corrections for the Debye-Huckel limiting value of the correlation
energy up to the second order in Ç as follows,
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where y - 0.5772 is the Euler constant, h is the Boltzmann constant
and T is the electron temperature. Then, in Section 4, we analyze the
effect of the ternary correlation on the binary correlation function
in some details. The contribution of the ternary correlation to the
correlation energy is calculated as
,(T)
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Adding up Eqs. 1) and 2) to the Debye-Huckel limiting value of the 
correlation energy - £/2, we obtain
3E 1 1 2  1 2  1 ?
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which is nothing but the result obtained by Abe,3 Bowers and Salpeter.4 
Thus, the present analysis demonstrate explicitly that the approach 
based on the method of solving the B-B-G-K-Y hierarchy equation can 
provide such detailed informations as contributions of the dynamical 
effect of short range collision of the ternary correlation effects to 
the thermodynamic properties of an electron plasma. In the last 
section, we will discuss the present result of the binary correlation 
function by comparing it with that obtained by Bowers and Salpeter.
2. Fundamental Equations
We consider a system composed of N electrons imbedded in 
neutralizing uniform background of ions in a large volume V„ Assuming 
the system is spatially uniform, we have the following expressions for 
the B-B-G-K-Y hierarchy equation,
* n n (r )
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where F(v) is the one particle distribution function. The binary 
correlation function G(l,2) and the ternary correlation function 
H(l,2,3) are introduced through the following decomposition of the 
two particle distribution function F(l,2) and the three particle 
distribution function F(l,2,3),
F(1,2) = F(vx) F(v2) + G(1,2 ), 5.2)
F(l,2 ,3 ) = F(vt) F(v2) F(v3) + { f (vx) G(2 ,3) +
( 1 - 2 ,  2 - 3 ,  3 -1 )  + ( 1 - 3 ,  2 - 1 ,  3—2)1 + H ( l , 2 , 3 )  . 5 .b )
5In Eqs. 4.c) and 5.b), the terms denoted as (i-»j, k-»l) represent
the term obtained by applying the assigned permutation for the first 
term in the curly brackets of these equations. The integral over the 
specified number i denotes the integral over the velocity and the 
spatial coordinate of the i-th particle. The interaction potential
and have applied the limiting procedure of N-* 00, V-» with n = N/V 
kept to be finite.
In the thermal equilibrium state, the correlation functions 
G and H can be expressed as
6 )
We have normalized the distribution functions as
7.a)
F O p  = ^  J f (1,2) <32 7.b)
and
G(l,2) = F(v1) F(v 2) g(r12) 8 . a)
Then, it is straightforward to reduce Eqs. 4.b) and 4.c) to
d
and
62 h ^rl2} r23’ r31'> 2 ^g( r^i2') + §(r23^
ri2 r12
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where kQ is the Debye wave number (4ne2n/nT) l ^2 and b is the Landau 
distance defined as
b = (e /h T),
and the vector r is a unit vector defined as
10 )
f . . =
r.- r. <~-»i J
11 )ij ir r . |I- 1 ~J|
Eqs„ 9.a) and 9.b) are the set of fundamental equations of the present 
studies. Solving Eqs. 9.a) and 9.b) for g(r), we can calculate the 
correlation energy E as
JL
h T
1  JL
2 h T
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and thus we can determine thermodynamic properties of the electron 
plasma.
Now, in Eq. 9.a), the term - (b/r2) dg/dr is due to the 
second term of the right-hand side of Eq. 4.b). This term describes 
the effect of the short range collision. The term - k2g of Eq. 9.a) 
is due to the third term on the right-hand side of Eq. 4.b). This 
term represents the screening effect of the long range Coulomb 
potential. The right-hand side of Eq. 9.a) expresses the modification 
of the binary correlation function resulting from ternary correlations 
between particles.
7Neglecting contributions of short range collisions and 
ternary correlations, we obtain the well-known expression for the 
binary correlation function as
g(r) = - ~  exp(-kDr) . 13)
Substituting Eq. 13) into E q . 12), we obtain the Debye-HUckel limiting 
value of the correlation energy
, (D-H)
G . 14)h T 2
In the following sections, we investigate the influence of short range 
collisions and ternary correlations, on the binary correlation 
function. We then determine the corresponding corrections to the 
Debye-HUckel limiting value of the correlation energy.
3. Effect of Short Range Collisions on the Binary Correlation Function 
It is evident that the binary correlation function obtained 
as Eq . 13) loses its validity at small distances. Lamb and Burdick^ 
have succeeded in eliminating this defect by taking into account the 
influence of short range collisions. Disregarding the influence of 
ternary correlations, we reduce Eq. 9.a) to the following equation,
.2
dr‘ S + (f ' d? S • kD g “ 0 ’ 15)
Introducing the transformations
g (r) = “  exp ( -  U(r) , 16.a) 
16.b)
we can eliminate the first derivative term from Eq. 15), and obtain
x = kDr
8the equation for U(x) as follows
• 2 .2 -
Ô U(x) - 
dx
1 +
4x4J
U(x) = 0 17)
With the aid of the transformation t:r\ • "y
x = (G/2)1/2 exp (Z), U(x) = x1/2 Y(Z),
Eq• 17) is reduced to the associated Mathieu equation for &(Z)
.2
^“7 Y(Z) - [ \ + 2h2 cosh(2Z)] Y(Z) = 0 
dx
with
X = 1/4 , h = g/2 .
The solutions of Eq. 19 .a) are expressed as
Y(Z) = <
00
E 1c— "
V
) I
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00
E <^ a2m^
V
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1=-°° K a ^  o m
00
E (- D m iC— )= -00 K a yo
mfv
mfv
(heZ)
-Z.
I: (he"Z) K (heZ)m nrfv ' /
18)
19.a)
19.b)
2 0 . a)
2 0 . b)
2 0 . c)
00
! sV m=-°°
x v
(-i)m (-221)
K a y  m (heZ) V v  <he"z> 2 0 . d)
where the coefficients are determined by the recurrence formul;
a : [(qm + v)‘ - x] - h2( a , V  + 2 * ,) - 02m 2mf2 2m-2' 21 )
’^ It is worth remarking that the region of x >(£/2)1^2 cor­
responds to the region of 0 <  Z <  + “>, while the region of x < (Ç/2)1/2 
corresponds to the region of - 00 < Z < 0.
9and v is related to \ by the following formula
x = v2 + _ 1 ---. h4 + ---5^' + 7 --- - h8 + . . . 22)
2 (v -1) 32(v -1; (v -4)
In the present problem, v is determined from Eq„ 22) for the given 
2values of X and h as defined by Eq. 19.b). Inspection of Eq. 17) 
determines the following asymptotic behavior of the function U(x),
0 > 23.a)U(x) ~  e~"X as xand
1/2
u(x) ~  C l )  x ex/ ±  Dx exü + as x -» 0. 23.b)
Therefore, two independent solutions of Eq. 19.a) are chosen from the 
solutions Eqs. 20.a) ~  20.d) to be in accord with the above asymptotic 
behavior of the function U(x). Thus, finally we obtain two indepen­
dent solutions of Eq. 17), U> (x) and U (x) , as follows; for the outer
,1/2region x > (ç/2)
u< (0)(x) = ^ x l / 2 1  ^  (£>  V vm=-°°
U (0)(x) = J 2/ V x l / Z 2
o
-a-
m = - c o
(4 )" ( f )  In ®  W s)
24.a) 
24.b)
and for the inner region x < (€/2)1/2,
" < " «  ■ * *  (3 y  v »  v »  ©
7 ° »  -  7 »
25.a) 
25.b)
The superscripts (0) and (i) stand for the outer and the inner region, 
respectively. The above set of solutions will be used to calculate 
the effect of ternary correlation on binary correlation function.
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For the purpose of the present section, however, we notice 
that the solution U(x) should behave as
U(x) ~  exp(-x) for x -* 00 26.a)
and
U(x) ~  ~ ^  exp(£/(2x)) for x -» 0 26.b)
so that the boundary conditions for the binary correlation function 
g(x) (i.e. g(°°) = 0 and g(0) = -1) are satisfied. Therefore, the 
solutions of Eq. 17) which satisfy the required boundary conditions 
are obtained as
" <0>« = : l < - ‘) ' v l , 2 v © ^ ). 27..)
and for x >(Ç/2)1/2
u(1 ) ( x ) : l < * 1/ 2 v x) V v ( l
+ c s (-l)m X1/2 Im (K) ( * £ )  27.b)
for x <(£/2)1/2
In the limit of x -* 0, the function U '"‘ (x) behaves asymptotically as
~  aQ (tt^ ) x exp(£/ (2x)) . 28)
On comparing Eq. 28) with Eq. 26.b), we can determine the coefficient
1/2
va as o
= - (TT/6) 29)
Since v is determined from Eq. 22) as
v = \ + \ £ + 0 (ç4),
we have ,a„sV
( - £ )  - - LVa y  12 € >
30) 
31.a)
Va4^ ,
o
—  e2480 31.b)
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Now, the constants B and C are determined from the following boundary
1/2conditions at x = (£/2) ,
U (0)((€/2)1/2) = U (i)((e/2)1/2), 32.a)
d U (0) d U (i)
d* ,x=(,/2)1/2 " dx lx=(€ /2)1/2 ‘
2Keeping the terms of the order of £ , we can determine the constants 
B and C as follows,
B = (2/n)1/261/2 (i + Ig) 33.a)
and „ 1
c = - n € • 33.b)
In order to calculate the correlation energy up to the order of £2 ,
it turns out to be sufficient to take as v = 1/2 and m = o. Thus,
Eqs. 27.a) and 27.b) are reduced to
1/2
U (0)(x) = - 0  (1 + 0 ) x1/2 Io ( 0  K (x) 34.a)
and
(i) ^ ttN 1/2 1/2U U ; (x) = - ( | )  x { V x) h /2  (£)-n V x) Kl /2 ® }  34-b>
These expressions can be simplified further by retaining leading
terms to obtain the correlation energy correctly up to the second 
2order in £ . Finally, the binary correlation function is determined 
as , .
8 (x) = - 6(1 + 2 O  \ exp(-x - x >(£/2)1/2 35,3)
and ,. .
g U ; (x) = -1 + (1 + Q  exp ( -  0  x <(£/2)1/2 , 35.b)
Substituting Eqs. 35.a) and 35.b) into Wq. 12, we obtain
12
hT
1
2 J
(6 / 2 )
1/2
x g ^  dx + -
(6 / 2 )
1/2 x g ^ ( x )  dx
1 1 2  1 1 9
^  " 2 6 " 4 6 ln € " 2 (g " 4} € • 36)
Comparing this result with Eq. 14), we conclude that by taking into
account short range collisions we obtain the correction term for the
2Debye-Htickel limiting law to order £ In £. There arise as well,
2 2 terms of order £ . Since, however, the coefficients of the £ term
in Eqs„ 36) and 3) do not agree, we conclude that ternary correla­
tions must be included to calculate this term properly.
4. Contribution of Ternary Correlation on the Binary Correlation 
Function
In order to investigate the effect of ternary correlation,
let us write the binary correlation function as
G(r) = g ^ ( r )  + g^T\r)
(T)where the function g (r) is presumed to be of higher order than the
( ® )
function g (r). We may then decompose the set of Eqs. 9.a) and 
9,b) into the following set of equations,
37)
S  g(B) +
dr G-G) A. g(B>. k2 ,» >  .  odr g k d g U 38. a)
dr'
(T) Ç 2 _ .bN (T)_ k2 (T) _ S  _à_
g Vr 2 )  dr g D g 4tt ôr ~1
«T
1 2  u(B),
2 r 12 , r 23’ r 3i^d^ 3 }
13
38.b)
13
(B)where h' (r^2 > r23’ r31^ determfned from the following equation
.2 ,
k~ f>r 12 ‘ r14 U (B)— ^ (r r r ) - —ôr 12 ^ 1 2 ’ 23’ 3l' 4tt J h (r23’ r34’ r42} d^ 4 =
14
f [ g (B)(r12) + g (B)(r23) ] + V r^ r12* 14 (B) , . ( B ) ,2 § (r 13) § (r o/.) dr>24 AA
12 14 38 . c)
Solutions of Eq. 38.a) have been discussed in detail in the preceeding 
section. Here, we wish to solve Eqs. 38.b) and 38.c) and thereby 
calculate the contribution of ternary correlations to the correlation 
energy.
Eliminating the first derivative term of Eq. 38.b) by the 
transformation, Eqs. 16.a) and 16.b), we can reduce Eq. 38.b) as
2 TUT (x) - |"l + UT (x) = \ ( x ) 39.a)dx “ 4x
with the abbreviation of the function \(x) defined by
X(*l2) = £  exp [k12 + 2] _1 rxi2°xi32 h(xi2> xi3’ x23> %  •
12 39.b)
The boundary conditions for the function UT (x) are UT (x) -»0 for x -» 00
and x -»O.WedefLne the Green function K(x, x 1) as the solution of
.2 _ _2-
dx
K(x, x !) - I" 1 + -^rj K(x, x ' ) = 6 (x - x ' )
L 4x
40)
with the boundary conditions that
and
dK
dx
K(x, x')
x=x'+6
-  0
dK
dx
for x
x=x'-6
00 and x -» 0,
1 (6 >0).
41. a) 
41.b)
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The sodsatrioa o f Eq. 39. a) i s  * therr g-ivea by
UT (x) = K(x, x'1 ) X(x-') dx '. 42)
Since we have obtained the two independent solutions of the homo­
geneous equation, Eq. 17), as Eqs. 24.a), 24.b) and Eqs. 25.a), 
25.b), we can construct the Green function K(x, x') as follows,
K (0)(k , x ') =
and
f  K(° } ( x .  x ' )  = - ~  U( ° ) (x)  U ^ C x ' ) ,  ( g / 2 ) 1/2 <x <x'  ,
43. a)
[ K<^ ) ( x , x ' )  = -  jU( 0 ) ( x ' ) ,  f e / 2 ) 1/2 <x '  <x ,
43. b)
[ K ^ h x ,  x') = - |  U (^ ( x )  U (i)(x'), x< x'<(e/2)1/2,
K (1)(x, x ' ) = "S 44. a)
K (l)(x, x') = - j  U (^ ( x )  U (i)(x'), x'< x <(ç/2)1/2.
44. b)
The constant factor -1/2 has been determined from the boundary condi­
tion given by Eq. 41.b). Substituting Eqs. 43.a), 43.b), 44.a) and 
44.b) into Eq. 42), we obtain
(OXU T (x> " ■ 2 [U< (x )J ^ " '( x W ) d x '+  U T '( x ) J  ^ ( x U X C x U d x '
( e /2) 1/2 x  1/2
(x > (e/2) ' ), 45.a)
and
< € /2 )
1/2
U V ( x )  = - ! V 1)(x)[ u5l)(x,)X(x') dx' + u5l)(x)f U. (l)(x,)X(x')dx'
(x < (€/2)1//2) . 45 .b)
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Now, let us proceed to calculate the function X(x). Since 
it has been confirmed that the contribution of g (x) to the corre­
lation energy will be in the second order of £, it is sufficient to 
determine the function h y (r ^ > r23’ r31^ correctly up to the second 
order of £. Examining the structure of Eq. 38.c), we find that the 
function g (x) can be approximated by its lowest order expression as
46)(B) (0), N f sg (x) ~  g (x ) = - - exp(-x).
Then, as shown by O'Neil and Rostoker, the ternary correlation function
(b )
h (x12’ x23’ *31> is obtained as a solution of Eq. 38.c) as follows, 
h (B)(x12. x23> x31) = g (0)(x12) 8 (° 4 x 31) + g (0)(x31) g (0)(x23)
+ g (0)(x13) g (0)(x23) + njg(0)(x14) g (0)(x24) g (0)(x34) dx^. 47)
Here, however, we should emphasize that this expression of the ternary
correlation function is taken to be valid over the region of
1/200 > x > ((=/2) in the lowest order approximation, while O'Neil and
Rostoker have assumed that this expression is valid only in the region 
1/300 > x > (4tt£) . Having determined the ternary correlation function
(b )
h (xi2’ x23’ X31^’ we can Proceed to calculate the function X(x). 
Details of this calculation will be discussed in the Appendix.
Since the function X(x) itself is a quantity of second order in £, 
we may evaluate the function UT (x) given by Eqs. 45.a) and 45.b) in 
the asymptotic limit of £ -* 0. Therefore, Eq0 A.17) can be approxi­
mated by
X (x) = - -  £ ^2(1 + x) exp(-x) -
x
(5x + 4x + 2) ~  exp(-2x) + — J^ln3 exp(-x) +
16
1 'i+ Ei(-x) exp(-x) + Ei(-3x) exp(+x)J j 
To lowest order in £, we have simply
and
U>°\x) = exp(-x)
U^°\x) = 2 sinh(x)
48)
49. a) 
49. b)
Thus taking the asymptotic limit of £ -» 0, we can evaluate Eqs. 45.a) 
and 45.b), and obtain
TT(0 ) ,  \ -xU (x) ~  - e sinh(x*) X(x') dx! - sinh(x)
x ,
e'X X(x') dx'
—  ¿-2i_ —fo q \ 1  "X 4 , v 1 8 ^ i" 3(2x-3) x e - 3(x+3) x e
- (3+x) Ei(-3x) e+X + (3-x)[Ei(-x) + ln3]e”X|
-2x
and
U ^ C x )  ~  0 .
50.a) 
50.b)
Substituting Eqs. 50.a) and 50.b) into Eq. 12) with the transforma­
tions Eqs. 16.a) and 16.b), we can calculate the correlation energy 
resulting from the ternary correlation effect as
¡ 2 1  _ i
hT 2 J x g (T)(x) dx -  2 J T o
U (x) dx
i  n  - 5v 2
-  ’ 4 (ln 3 • i> e 51)
5. Concluding Discussion
In the preceeding sections, we have discussed a systematic 
approach to solve the B-B-G-K-Y hierarchy equation in the thermal
16
1 •)
+ Ei(-x) exp(-x) + Ei(-3x) exp(+x)J j- 
To lowest order in £, we have simply
and
U>°^(x) = exp(-x),
U<^(x) = 2 sinh(x)
48)
49. a) 
49. b)
Thus taking the asymptotic limit of £ - 0, we can evaluate Eqs. 45.a) 
and 45,b), and obtain
4 0)(x) ~  - e'X sinh(x') X(x') dx' - sinh(x)
„x _ i
e X \(x') dx'
-  - -  -  o“x !±( _i_o\ i  "2x- g € 3 (2x -3) x e - (jd-3) -  e
+x -xl- (3+x) Ei(-3x) e + (3-x)[Ei(-x) + ln3]e j
and
(x) ~  0
50 „ a) 
50.b)
Substituting Eqs. 50.a) and 50„b) into Eq„ 12) with the transforma­
tions Eqs. 16.a) and 16.b), we can calculate the correlation energy 
resulting from the ternary correlation effect as
(T)E ^ = J.
kT ~ 2 x g (T)(x) dx ~  -j j UT (x) dx
4 (ln 3 ~ f> ? 51)
5. Concluding Discussion
In the preceeding sections, we have discussed a systematic 
approach to solve the B-B-G-K-Y hierarchy equation in the thermal
17
equilibrium case. Summing up Eqs „ 36) and 51), we obtain the corre­
lation energy of the electron plasma correctly up to the second order 
in £ .
According to the analysis developed in Section 3, we have 
shown explicitly that the dynamic effect of short range collisions 
becomes appreciable at distance of the order of
x0 = (e/2)1/2 XD = (4TT)"1/3(g/8)1/6 n"1/3 52)
which is far smaller than the mean distance between particles n 
Since the Coulomb interaction is rather weak, this is physically a 
reasonable result.
In Section 4, we have examined the contribution of ternary
correlation on the binary correlation function without taking into
account the effect of short range collisions. It has been confirmed
that this approximation is consistent in calculating the thermodynamic
properties of the electron plasma up to the second order in £.
In view of Eq. 51), we can conclude that the binary correlation func-
CT)tion due to the ternary correlation effect g (x) is given t)y 
g(T)(x) Hi(2-3) ± e’x + f (*-3) i e-2x
+ (3+x) Ei(-3x) ex - (3-x)[Ei(-x) + ln3] e~xj
0 < X < <» 53)
(B )while the binary correlation function g ' x(x) is obtained as
18
g (B)(K) -
- 6(1 + ^ 6) ” exp(-x - ~ )  , 00 > x > (^/2)1/2 54.a)
- 1 + (1 + £) exp (- -|) , (6/2)1^2 > x > o . 54.b)
1/2We emphasize here that the point x q = (e/2) is determined from 
structure of the differential equation for the function g^^(x), and 
thus the arbitrariness involved in the interpolation method of 
0 !Neil and Rostoker has been eliminated completely in the present 
approach.
It would be worthwhile to discuss the relationship between 
the various expressions for the binary correlation function, since 
our expressions as given by Eqs. 53), and 54.b) appear to be different 
from the Bowers-Salpeter expression and the O'Neil-Rostoker expression. 
In reference 4, the binary correlation function which gives rise to 
the correlation energy correctly up to the order of £ is given as*
gB S(x) = |exp(- ^ e x) - lj + w 1(x) 55.a)
with the abbreviation
w l(x) “ " 8 x {3 (e X "e 2X) + (3-x)[Ei(-x) + ln3]e X
- (3 + x) Ei(-3x) eX| . 55.b)
^ ORecently, DeWitt has obtained the same expression as
B- Sg (x) by a diagramatic method which is slightly different from that 
used by Bowers and Salpeter.
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First of all, it should be noticed that the O'Neil-Rostoker expression 
of the binary correlation function is essentially equivalent to the 
Bowers-Salpeter expression because the first two terms of the func­
tion 0j(x), which is given in Section 5 of reference 7, are the first 
two terms of the expansion
exp(- ^  e X) -1 £ ,-x l -2x- d + “  ( )  e +x 2 x 56)
while the remaining terms of 0 .^(x) are nothing but the function w^(x)
of Bowers and Salpeter*. Turning to the present expression of the
binary correlation function, we can show that our expression is also
equivalent to the Bowers-Salpeter expression as follows: the function
(T)g (x) can be rewritten as
2
g(T)(x) = wx(x) + ~ ~  {(x-1) e~X + e"2xj , 57)
2x
hence, the present expression of the binary correlation function can 
be expressed as,
g (x) = g (x) + w ^ x )  58„a)
with the abbreviation of
g*(x) = s (B)(x) + s i r {(x-l) e-x + e-2x|. 58.b)
2x J
CB1With the expression for g v y(x) as given by Eq0 54.a), the function
*g (x) reduces to
*The factor 1/2 in front of exp(-2x) of 0j(x) should be 
replaced by 1/3. This error does not affect the correlation energy 
calculated by O'Neil and Rostoker, since they have used the Fourier 
transformation of 0^(x) in order to calculate the correlation energy.
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g*(x) 6 ( 1  + 2 ) 2 e" X(1
-xe +
59)
which is nothing but the expansion fo Eq. 56) for large values of x„
1/2In the region for which x < (£/2) , we can approximate the second
term of Eq. 58.b) by
2x‘
{(x-l) -x -2x e + e } _ £ Î2
On the other hand, Eq. 54.b) can be written as
60. a)
(x) = - 1 + (1+Ç) exp(- ^) 1 + exp {- |  (L-x)}
« - 1 + exp {“ f e X} • 60.b)
The contribution of Eq. 60.a) to the correlation energy is of higher 
2order than Ç . Thus, the present expressions given by Eqs. 53),
54.a) and 54.b) are essentially equivalent to the Bowers-Salpeter 
expression.
Finally, let us discuss a controversial point discussed in 
reference 8. DeWitt has pointed out that when x is larger than 
8/(Ç ln3) the correction term w^(x) dominates over the lowest order 
Debye-Hiickel term. Within the framework of the present approach, this 
means the contribution of ternary correlation on the binary corre­
lation function dominates over the lowest order binary correlation 
effect at very large distances. We should remember, however, that
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the decomposition of Eqs. 9.a) and 9.b) into the set of Eqs. 38„a),
(T)38.b) and 38.c) is carried out by assuming the function g (x) fo be
(B \of higher order than the function g K '(x) in Eq. 37). Hence, the 
(T) (B)fact that g ^(x) becomes larger than g x y(x) at large distances 
indicates simply that the above decomposition of the equations looses 
its validity when x becomes very large. Returning to Eq. 4.b), we 
can see explicitly that the third term, which is essential to screen 
the long range interaction, dominates over the last term in the limit 
of r ^  00. Therefore, at very large distances, the exact binary 
correlation function should behave as
g ( x ) ---€ ~  exp(-x) .X
If we could solve Eqs. 9.a) and 9.b) exactly, the asymptotic form 
of the binary correlation function would be
61)
g(x) ~  “ exp x - Y(x)j
where the function Y(x) behaves asymptotically as
62. a)
Y(x) ~  ~  ln3 x exp {- |  Ln3 x} , 62.b)
As long as x remains smaller than 8/(£ ln3), Eqs. 62.a) and 62,b) can 
be expanded as
g(x)---^ e X + ln3 e"X 63)
B- Swhich agrees with the asymptotic form of g (x). When x becomes 
larger than 8/.(€ ln3), Eq. 62.a) is reduced to Eq. 61) since Y(x) 
vanishes in the limit of x -+ 00. DeWitt has shown that the higher 
order term w^(x) dominates over the lowest order term (G/x) exp(-x)
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at large distances. He relates this to a similar phenomenon that 
occurs in the dynamic behavior or a plasma, where the correlation 
damping can become larger than the Landau damping in the long wave 
length region . Our analysis shows explicitly, however, that this is 
not the case. Furthermore, according to the above analysis, we can 
conclude that the partial summations of the cluster diagrams carried 
out by Bowers, Salpeter and DeWitt are inadequate to determine correct 
behavior of the binary correlation function at the large distance.
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9
authors on the basis of the B-B-G-K-Y hierarchy equation.
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Appendix Calculation of the function X(x).
Here, we will describe some details of calculation of the 
function A.(x), We have
X(x)  = 4^  e x p ( g /2x)  ( x &  + 2)
St-St
2 h x^ ’ x13’ X23^ d~3 A. 1)
where
h(x, x] V  x9^) = g (0)(x) g (0)(xn ) + g (0)(x) g (0)(x23) +1 3 ’ 23'
g (0)(x g (°>(x ) + J Lg ix13 g u 23; + 4ttç
1 3 ‘
(0),.. N .(0) (0 )
g (x14} g (x24} g (x34} dx4' A.2)
In Eqs. A.l) and A.2), the relative coordinate x^2 is denoted as x 
for the simplicity of notations. First, let us discuss the following
integral,
13 (0)
13
J x23 g ^23^ dx23j
4rr 
2x " o
PX 2 (0)
J x23 § (X23) dx23‘ A °3)
The integral of Eq. A.3) can be decomposed into two terms as follows,
~ (o),. x , , "x
o X23 g x23^ dx23 +X23 g (x23) dx23
( € / 2 )
1/2 x23 8 (0)^ 2 3 )dx23
A. 4)
If we evaluate the first term of Eq. A.4) by substituting Eq. 35.b)
f°r § (x), we can confirm that the contribution of this term is of
2higher order than 6 . The second term of Eq. A.4) can be calculated 
by using the approximate expression given by Eq. 46) as follows,
«X 2 .(0)
(6 / 2 )
1/2 ‘23
g (x23  ^ dx23 = €|(ï+x) exp(-x) - ( 1H-(ç/2)1^2)
exp(-(ç/2)1/2)’ A.5)
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Therefore, we have the following approximate result 
’*'*13
"13
g<^ ( x 23) dx3 = -^| l(l+x)exp(-x) - (I+Cg /2)1^2) exp(- (£/2) l ^2 ) j 
x -J
A 0 6)
Now, excluding the domain of x < (^/2)1 ^ 2 from the follow­
ing calculation, we may proceed to discuss the integral
I(x) =
X13
g (0) (x34)d2 j dx . A«7)
First, we notice the following relation, 
-7 g (0)(x34) dx, = Sv 3 "14 Bx., 0 x. 0x13 14 13. 8(x 34} d£3
= St ^T£14 2
X14
[(i+x14> exp(-x14) - (l+(g/2)1/2) exp(-(6/2)1/2)]. A.8)
Therefore, the integral I(x) is reduced to
A  A,X °X
I(x) =
X
S (0)(x13) g (0)(x23) 
14
L+|(1+x14) exp(-x14) - (l+(g/2)1/2) 
exp(-(6/2)1/2)}"
= [l-(l+(6/2)1/2) exp(-(€/2)1/2)]
,x -StU  (0), \ (0), •. „
2 § (x14> g (x24) dx^
"14
nX • X
+ Y d  + h14) exp(-xu ) g(0)(xu ) g(0)(x24) dx4
14
r
~ €‘ (*'*14) —
x^ 'yCe/2.)
X14 X24
0 + exP(-2xu  - x 24} di4 A -9)
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where the first term of the second line has been disregarded since 
it is smaller than the second term by a factor £ . Integration of 
Eq. A.9) can be carried out by introducing prolate spherical coor­
dinates ,
x14 = + Tl) x 12/2 A.10a)
x24 = - Tl) x12/2- A.10b)
The domain of variables | and is given by
1 < 5 < + 00, -1 < T) < + 1. A.10c)
The allowed domain of the integral of Eq0 A.9) then becomes
¡ r - a > T l > - ! - + a  A.11)
1/2with the abbreviation a = (2£) /x. Eq. A.9) then reduces to
I(x) = 2nJd?J dn - ^ L ^  + | ^  . A.12)
Changing the variable T| into the new variable £ by a transformation
c = ^ + 'n,
we can transform Eq. A.12) as follows,
A.13)
rl+a 2%-a °° ?+l
I(x) = 2tt d| d£ + d? d£
L 1 a J l+2 1 J
O f - + 0  K 1 + k )exiC ' ■ f  0  a -u >
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where the domain of integration corresponds to the case x >(2£ )1^2. 
Since the contribution arising from the region (2ç)1^2 > x > (ç/2)1^2 
to the function ^(x) is found to be of higher order than Ç2 , this 
region can be disregarded in the present analysis. Performing the 
integration in Eq. A.14) results in
I(x) = ttç [ -  (1+x) ^log 3 + Ei(-x)'') exp(-x)
2 (1-x) Ei(-3x) exp(x)j , x >(2ç) 1/2 A.15)
Combining the contributions of Eqs. A.6) and A.15) we find
,X’X13 2r 4
Y  h(x, x13, x23) dx3= ne P j {(1+x) exp(-2x) -(l+(g/2)1/2)
13
1/2 1exp (-x - (£/2) )}h — (1+x) (ln3 + Ei(-x))exp(-x)
-- 2 (^-x) Ei(-3x) exp(x) A.16)
Substituting Eq. A.16) into Eq. A.1), we finally obtain the function 
\(x) as
2
X(x) = - ^ exp(ç/(2x))|^4(l+(£/2)1/2) (1+x) exp(-x - (£/2)1/2)
2 2“  (2+4x+3x ) exp(-2x) + (ln3 + Ei(-x))exp(-x)
+ Ei(-3x) exp(x)J A.17)
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